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Eng. Monique Sidaross
Ariana, I like you, I am not taking side of anyone. I am writing to show conflicts in the system.
I am questioning why the media and politics alter and falsify facts and cut statements of the
speakers and cover up on crime and illegality. Trump's statement clearly stated "......temporarily
until America figures out what the hell is going on". Why this half of the statement is absence?
Even if his idea is debatable by some, but why cut his statement in half to make it look wrong
and alter his intention? This is illegal. Are deaths of hundreds of citizens and Christians not
important? Hundreds of employees and engineers converted to islam under duress or may lose
their job and get killed inside the sate workplace? Is this the constitution and the freedom in
America? I lost my job for same fact but no body cared? They killed me several times and I
woke up.
I was elected the first woman engineer for the union in its 36-yr history in America (the free
country and right of women, obviously not for woman engineer), I wanted to cause social
change for the corruption of the mafia union (non licensed engineers) and the injustice who
caused death of hundreds of engineers inside the building for 20 years by careless union, but
neither the media nor politics cared...they wanted the system to stay corrupt, so they opposed
and sacrificed the first female engineer by criminal way, defamed my name, ceased my salary
and forged tax documents against me, and sent me gangs while I am studying for the doctoral
degree in engineering ....it is all crap...everything is documented in the court where judges
wanted to bribe me $20,000.00 and forged documents and captions (what a cheap offer to
woman engineer and what illegality inside closed court doors), bribe me to close the case and
cover up on the union crime and harassment to woman engineer. I declined of course. What a
great constitution adopted inside the courts that also sent me gangs at home to kill me, in
addition that a judge willfully sent me insult note on Christmas instead of greeting! Why they
support a religion but hate another. Is this the freedom in America???
I have served the country in unique status in teaching math and calculus and engineering --knowledge and power that on one of all those voices and media and politics can acquire or
learn. Why no one stood up for justice for a woman engineer? But now everyone wants to cover
up on suspicious issue for the elected male president but ignore the right of elected female
president....? The media avoids addressing my case or solve it, the radio interviews of couple of
years are all hidden now and royalty of my book is stolen... they have no right to decide or rule
for money of woman engineer....it is all ignorance and mafia... but it is okay for the media to
ignore right of woman. They all lack solving problems, but they continue altering issues by

negative ways always. I disagree on the articles mentioned above because it altered facts as it
happened in the incidents I listed in this post. My advice is that the media and politics should
stop this game because they look bad and lose trust of citizens and the world. I reserve my right
for protection against further retaliation or harm or gangs or spy or altering documents and
harassment on the road because I say the truth. When I get my rights, my language will change.

I would like to wish you and all your staff and the media a very Merry Christmas full of joy,
happiness, and blessing.
Best regards,
Eng. Monique Sidaross, MSCE, PhD Doctorate in progress
Minister of Culture, International Congress
Secretary General, UCC
Hon. Deputy Governor, International Congress
American Medal of Honor, Advisor to the White House since 2003
Professional International Civil Rights Leader,
—————————————-

Eng. Monique Sidaross
“President Obama, please take my comments with open mind.
Unfortunately, your claim is incorrect. You have gotten your right and
more as First African American President, but I, as a white female engineer
and as the First woman engineer President Elect of the Union in its 36-yr
history in the free country....I only faced defamation, gangs, crime, and
stealing my income and book royalty and home belongings by judges and
police undercover with silent gun and chemical inside residential
community.
If I were African American, you would have not left her without income or
justice, and you and entire community of African Americans would have
claimed discrimination, but obviously I had no right being non-African

American, female, Christian, engineer. I sent several mails before I got
frustrated but I received no reply. Now I am frustrated on the internet
because I face gangs and killing and harassment on the road, I will not be
charming of course. I can change back though after I get my rights
completely. All crime and forging documents or hidden accusations against
me without my knowledge or consent are null. Government has no right to
spy on citizens, laws to be thrown in trash, if government cannot find real
criminals, it has no right to harass educated women in our job, income, life,
and education while the entire system needs adjustment.
This is the truth and advice, and I reserve my right against any retaliation or
harm or gangs. Nothing will work but solving the problem by getting my
rights. We have rights for protection and safety of life. My nice attitude
and image, and my unique knowledge and power have been defamed and
altered illegally in America with no justice. Despite all these, I do respect
you, I never hate anyone, but I insist to get all my rights fully without court
involvement. All hierarchy of courts are corrupted and scam, they wasted
my time. This court has to be closed. It is ended for me. My right should
be offered by the governor and the president upon my explanation of each
incident and its compensation. Woman engineer is special, not something
among the crowd, this country has to learn how to respect woman
engineer.
I would like to take this opportunity to wish you, Michelle, Malia, and Sasha,
and all the White House Staff a very Merry Christmas full of joy,
happiness, and blessing.
Best regards,
Eng. Monique Sidaross, MSCE, PhD Doctorate in progress
Minister of Culture, International Congress
Secretary General, UCC
Hon. Deputy Governor, International Congress
American Medal of Honor, Advisor to the White House since 2003
Professional International Civil Rights Leader,
=========================================

Jim Naughton
Art Director at Naughton Graphics
“Donald Trump has a 'huge' following, but his followers, like Trump himself
seek simplistic answers to complex issues. Bomb this country, build that
wall, just-trust-me-it-will-be-fabulous, etc., etc., etc., are not answers... they
are provocations
”

Eng. Monique Sidaross
Jim, do you trust others? They did nothing during their assumed great
past history in politics, they ignited issues and then coming to pretend
will solve it, why suddenly when they become presidents they will
save the country !!! There is no proof. It is all games. That is the
reason we are in this disaster, Christians are destroyed in here, I am
first and I will not let the injustice to go silent--- see my long post right
above yours few counts--- just little note of what happened, I am
aware of worst stories that they did not solve it and then now they
want to run for presidency to solve greater issues in same
problem!!!?? Cases in courts closed to cover up on such disaster
and let it grow. Dishonesty, sneaky smiling, spy, gangs, and lies are
so dangerous. If they could not proof ability to solve problems before,
they are not qualified to go further. The society became weak, legal
people cannot think or solve problems nor education nor citizens
problems internally, they will not be able to solve international
problems as well. This is the logic of thinking.
Thank you for sharing your opinion.

